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THEWEB THAT THE DEVIL WEAVES IS A TANGLED KNOTTY HORRIBLE WEB, FULL OF
KNOTS & DISCORDANT NOTES! It's a crazy pattern! It's not the beautiful rich
symmetric pattern that God Himself weaves like the spider's web, with straight
perfect lines & jewels of dew, God's blessing of water, but it's horrible like a knotted
fisherman's net, full of tangles & knots! (

) O Jesus, Jesus, precious Jesus!
(Moses David - Fight Fear. ML# 1432: 22)



The [ ] are sunk down in the pit that they made. In the net which they hid is
their own foot taken.

Psalm 9: 15

He [ ] lieth in wait secretly as a lion in his den: he lieth in wait to catch
the poor: he doth catch the poor, when he draweth him into his net."

Psalm 10:9

For without cause have [ ] hid for me their net in a pit, which without
cause they have digged for my soul. Let destruction come upon him at unawares: and
let his net that he hath hid catch himself: into that very destruction let him fall.
(

)
Psalm 35:7,8



Psalm 10

Why standest thou afar off, O LORD? why hidest thou thyself in times of trouble?
The [ ] in his pride doth persecute the poor: let them be taken in the devices
that they have imagined.
For the [ ] boasteth of his heart's desire, and blesseth the covetous, whom
the LORD abhorreth.
The [ ], through the pride of his countenance, will not seek after God: God is
not in all his thoughts.
His ways are always grievous; thy judgments are far above out of his sight: as for all
his enemies, he puffeth at them.
He hath said in his heart, I shall not be moved: for I shall never be in adversity.
His mouth is full of cursing and deceit and fraud: under his tongue is mischief and
vanity.
He sitteth in the lurking places of the villages: in the secret places doth he murder the
innocent: his eyes are privily set against the poor. (

)
He lieth in wait secretly as a lion in his den: he lieth in wait to catch the poor: he doth
catch the poor, when he draweth him into his net.
He croucheth, and humbleth himself, that the poor may fall by his strong ones.
He hath said in his heart, God hath forgotten: he hideth his face; he will never see it.
Arise, O LORD; O God, lift up thine hand: forget not the humble.
Wherefore doth the [ ] contemn God? he hath said in his heart, Thou wilt
not require it.
Thou hast seen it; for thou beholdest mischief and spite, to requite it with thy hand:
the poor committeth himself unto thee; thou art the helper of the fatherless.
Break thou the arm of the [ ] and the evil man: seek out his wickedness till
thou find none. ( )
The LORD is King for ever and ever: the [ ] are perished out of his land.
( )

thou hast heard the desire of the humble: thou wilt prepare their heart,



Psalm 37
(A Psalm of David.)

Fret not thyself because of [ ], neither be thou envious against the
workers of iniquity.
For they shall soon be cut down like the grass, and wither as the green herb.
Trust in the LORD, and do good; so shalt thou dwell in the land, and verily thou shalt
be fed.
Delight thyself also in the LORD; and he shall give thee the desires of thine heart.
Commit thy way unto the LORD; trust also in him; and he shall bring it to pass.
And he shall bring forth thy righteousness as the light, and thy judgment as the
noonday.

[ ]

Cease from anger, and forsake wrath: fret not thyself in any wise to do evil.
For [ ] shall be cut off: but those that wait upon the LORD, they shall
inherit the earth.
For yet a little while, and the [ ] shall not be: yea, thou shalt diligently
consider his place, and it shall not be.
But the meek shall inherit the earth; and shall delight themselves in the abundance
of peace.
The [ ] plotteth against the just, and gnasheth upon him with his teeth.
The Lord shall laugh at him: for he seeth that his day is coming.
The [ ] have drawn out the sword, and have bent their bow, to cast down
the poor and needy, and to slay such as be of upright conversation. (

)
Their sword shall enter into their own heart, and their bows shall be broken.
A little that a righteous man hath is better than the riches of many [ ].
For the arms of the [ ] shall be broken: but the LORD upholdeth the
righteous.
The LORD knoweth the days of the upright: and their inheritance shall be for ever.
They shall not be ashamed in the evil time: and in the days of famine they shall be
satisfied.
But the [ ] shall perish, and the enemies of the LORD shall be as the fat of
lambs: they shall consume; into smoke shall they consume away.
The [ ] borroweth, and payeth not again: but the righteous sheweth mercy,
and giveth.
For such as be blessed of him shall inherit the earth; and they that be cursed of him
shall be cut off.



The steps of a good man are ordered by the LORD: and he delighteth in his way.

I have been young, and now am old; yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken, nor
his seed begging bread.
He is ever merciful, and lendeth; and his seed is blessed.
Depart from evil, and do good; and dwell for evermore.
For the LORD loveth judgment, and forsaketh not his saints; they are preserved for
ever: but the seed of the [ ] shall be cut off.
The righteous shall inherit the land, and dwell therein for ever.
The mouth of the righteous speaketh wisdom, and his tongue talketh of judgment.
The law of his God is in his heart; none of his steps shall slide.
The [ ] watcheth the righteous, and seeketh to slay him.
The LORD will not leave him in his hand, nor condemn him when he is judged.
Wait on the LORD, and keep his way, and he shall exalt thee to inherit the land:
when the [ ]are cut off, thou shalt see it.
I have seen the [ ] in great power, and spreading himself like a green bay
tree.
Yet he passed away, and, lo, he was not: yea, I sought him, but he could not be
found.
Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright: for the end of that man is peace.
But the [ ]shall be destroyed together: the end of the [ ]shall be
cut off.
But the salvation of the righteous is of the LORD: he is their strength in the time of
trouble.

[ ],

* * *

Like a
dying candle, the Lord showed me

which will grieve the heart
of thy father!" (Direct prophecy!) "And

"
(Moses David ML #0307A: 26)





By Moses David - June 1973



Early this morning MO awoke in the Spirit and related to me the following dream:)
IT WAS SUMMER IN THE MIDEAST, and we were fleeing through this canyon or wadi
where a stream flowed (I know now it was the Jordan River), towards some kind of
sea or lake like the Dead Sea (which I know now it was) where we were to get on
some boats to escape across to the other side. But then as a last resort, someone
unleashed on us this big imaginary monster--a gigantic Green Pig--and he was huge,
like a mechanical elephant or one of thesemammoth monster-like parade balloons,

He was charging down the
Jordan Valley, trampling on some people and devouring others, when I shouted at
them: "

" So some of us turned as we were boarding the boats to leave, and just as
he caught up with us I yelled again, "

"--And the minute we turned and faced
him and challenged him and rebuked him in Jesus' name, he vanished just like that!
(MO snaps his fingers.) He was like , their last resort, to release
this monstrous Green Pig!

Somehow they're using it
against the rest of the world. It came charging down the Jordan Valley just like they'd
turned him loose, and , and was really trampling
and devouring the stragglers, the people who were a little late in making up their
minds. But when it got to where we were embarking in these boats, we just turned
around and I screamed: " "--And we
all just turned around and resisted it in Jesus' name, and it vanished just like
that!--The ultimate weapon! How about that?

The green pig gobbles everybody up that believes in it, and tramples
everybody in the mud that thinks it exists! But for those who know it's just a monster
of imagination, it vanishes!--It's nothing!

And it came to me we must have been going to Petra, fleeing to Petra, the
world-famed Rock City in Jordan! ( ) the Green Pig,
the ultimate weapon.

… has no power at all over you unless you're one of its worshippers. The
moneymakers are its high priests and its priesthood, and it was created in their
temples ( ) and they control
it and they manipulate it as they will to their own advantage against their enemies.



… doesn't exist, except according to men's faith in it and their imagination,
if you challenge it in the name of God, it just goes pooof!--Like puff, the Magic
Dragon! It totally evaporates! It has no power over you whatsoever if you don't
believe in it. But those who believe in it will be destroyed by it!--It was their creation,
their monster, and it is the figment of their imagination, but they use it to their own
advantage. But if you'll reject it and refuse to believe in it, and you rebuke it in God's
name, it vanishes and cannot even touch you!

“Beware of the Green Pig which the moneymakers have unleashed upon
the world!" the money crisis, the dollar crisis is their creation and the
decision to use it as the ultimate weapon was made .



I have to warn the world, honey, of the words God gives, His wondrous words He
gives to save them from this monstrous Green Pig--…they have unleashed
on the world as their ultimate weapon to try to destroy their enemies!(

)

If their faith in the Pig is very strong, then the Pig is very strong. It really exists for
those who believe it exists. For those who worship it, it not only exists but it is their
god, and it rules over them and controls them and devours them and destroys them,
because they worship other gods and they worship the Green Pig

--the ultimate abomination, the abomination of desolation which
brings desolation and abomination to all who believe in it! The Green Pig

is an abomination of desolation sacrificed on the sacred altar
by its moneymakers!

BUT IT IS AN ABOMINATION TO GOD--the Green Pig,
It is a pollution!--It is pollution! It pollutes the whole world worse than any

other pollution, because it pollutes the hearts and minds of men and captures their
bodies and destroys their souls and devours them and gobbles them up--the Green
Pig!

It is a marvel and powerful and wondrous and mighty to those who
believe in it!--But it is nothing, it is not even weak to those who know it doesn't even
exist!--It's nothing!--It evaporates into thin air! If you resist it and rebuke it, it will flee
from you and vanish!

Don't take , don't accept the Green Pig, refuse the Green Pig,
challenge it, defy it, rebuke it! He'll not only flee from you but he'll completely vanish,
because he is not! He's a figment of men's imaginations: The Green
Pig! ...you won't forget about warning the world about the Green Pig, OK?

The Green Pig was running down the Jordan Valley and caught up with us at the
Dead Sea. It lost its power when it arrived at the Dead Sea and we confronted it. It
was like the Dead Sea, lowest spot on Earth, symbolises the end. (

)--The Green Pig could go no farther or lower, and there it vanished from the
earth at our rebuke!...the pig was following the course of the Jordan, which also
symbolises crisis and death till he reached his end at the Dead Sea, and that's where

The
minute all the people looked at it and heard that it was only in their imagination, it
just vanished! The minute they heard it was just an imaginary pig, it vanished!



the money medium of exchange will be replaced by

.

SO HE WILL NO LONGER BUY NOR SELL WITH MONEY AS A MEANS OF EXCHANGE,
BUT WITH A NUMBER, a number which will be given him permanently, without any
possibility of counterfeit, change, or manipulation nor forgery, because it will be
branded on each person : "a mark in their right hand
or in their foreheads, that no man might buy or sell save he that had the mark or the
name of the Beast (the world leader and his government) or the number of his
name ... for it is the number of a man!"--And every man will have his own number,
every member of the world System will be branded or tattooed with the mark of this
final bestial anti-God world government.--They will no longer fear the Green Paper
Pigs of past paper tigers and their owners, but they will have a new god and be
branded by the Beast like cattle for the slaughter, and will be forced to worship the
Beast and his image or be killed!

SO SAYS THE WORD OF GOD IN THE BIBLE IN THE THIRTEENTH CHAPTER OF THE
BOOK OF REVELATION, as well as in many other descriptions of this final world
government in the Book!

(
)

But our faith in God will save us, and after three-and-a-half years of this
awful time of the Great Tribulation under the Beast's new economic and religious
system, Christ will come and rescue us and destroy the Antichrist government of the
world and set up His own Kingdom here on Earth, where the real values will no
longer be temporal, but eternal ones: Truth, love, joy and peace, in a world without
money and without marks, and without the bestial governments, wars, cruelty and
lies of man, but with truth and love and peace and plenty for all! Farewell to all you
paper tigers--and especially that ridiculous Green Pig! Instead, we will ride
the pure white horses of the power and plenty of the Kingdom of God! Hallelujah!
Amen?

Meanwhile, beware of the Green Pig, ! (1)





A Dream of Moses David - January 1974



…there was no handle on the inside so there was no way I could open the door
from the inside. I thought, "My Lord this is just like a trap! I'm trapped in this bank!
( )

THEN ALL OF A SUDDEN THE WHOLE BUILDING BEGAN TO SHRINK! I thought, "My
God, this thing is going to crush us all!" The bank was literally shrivelling, crushing,
and the walls were beginning to close in on us! (

) But suddenly there came this voice from above: "Don't worry! The Green
Pig is about to explode and it'll blow the bank to bits!"

When those Anti-Christs in Jerusalem, those big business financiers, were releasing
the Green Pig to chase us down the Jordan Valley, remember itwas just a little thing
at first? But as it raced down the Jericho road and then down the Jordan



…what they were doing in Jerusalem in that dream about the Green Paper Pig!
They're the ones who are releasing the Green Paper Pig and causing it to inflate, you
see?-- THE Anti-Christs REALLY UNLEASHED THAT GREEN PIG...crossing the Jordan of
decision and .

, and with it virtually the whole capitalistic system; and
Russia is probably preparing to take advantage of situation to destroy America. (2)



-
By Moses David - December 1973



In this dreamWEWERE UP IN THIS TALL, TALL BUILDING ANDWEWERE COMING
DOWN IN THIS ELEVATOR and all of a sudden the elevator chain …broke and the
elevator began to fall! It was picking up terrific speed! …

AND THEN THE LITTLE FAIRY VOICES WERE CALLING TO ME SAYING, "JUMP!
JUMP!--Just hold the wand in your hand and jump!

(
) One side of the elevator was wide open, and so I

shouted, "Are you sure I won't hit something or those floors going by or
something?!" "No," they called back, "

"

SO I JUMPED OUT THE OPEN SIDE OF THE ELEVATOR , I just
floated! It seemed like

completely out of the building,
And it seemed like the wand had power for whatever I needed, you know?

It's a funny thing! (
) (3)

THENWE GOT TO SOME KIND OF VILLAGE UP THERE, and there were a lot of shops,
different kinds of little shops…We were each given some money, some coins, and we
were told to go out and buy things, like groceries and some toys for the children in
these different shops.

IT WAS SORT OF LIKE IT WAS A KIND OF A GAME, and that we were to see how
much we could by with this money, how many things we could get before the
money--it was the funniest thing!--The money, from the minute it was put in our
hand, it began to grow smaller! And you had to rush, rush, rush, rush, rush to try to
buy things as fast as you could you know?
(

)

AND THEN THESE THINGS YOU BOUGHT, THEY WERE EACH ONE TIED TO A STRING!
there was a chicken prepared for roasting and stuff like that and different items of
groceries and some little toys and stuff. There was a string tied to each one of them,
and and when you bought these things you tied the
string to the end of your wand. So each one of us was running around with a bunch
of stuff dangling from the ends of our wands.



BUT EVERYTHINGWAS GROWING SMALLER ALL THE TIME, and the whole idea of
the game was you had to hurry, hurry, hurry and spend your money as fast as you
could because it was soon going to dwindle right down to nothing! And even the
stuff you bought you had to hurry, hurry, hurry with it, because if you didn't

AND ABOVE THIS TOWN--THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THAT I FELT ANY THING
"EVIL"-- --Great big
dark evil-looking faces! They were almost all eyes! They were like two big eyes…--Sort
of like But they were dark and evil looking
and they were

IT WAS LIKE
and

--Like they ruled this little town
and the shops and stuff. It was sort of like their game.



SO, WE ALL GOT OUR STUFF REAL QUICK down there and, boy oh boy!--I had that
little chicken that I bought and it dwindled down to where it wasn't even as big as
your fist! And the toys had all dwindled down till they weren't more than two or
three inches long, and everything was dwindling very fast! So we rushed, rushed,
rushed,

THEN
It was a big covered toboggan, had a streamlined cabin… It had a sort of a

bubble-shaped front windscreen, you know? …

WE STARTED ZOOMING BACK DOWN THE HILL like we were
and I got so scared!…WE CAME TO

THIS SUDDEN TURN IN THE ROAD AND I SCREAMED OUT, "HOLD ON!"--And I thought
sure we were going to crash… BUT INSTEAD OF CRASHING,

…
--Zoom! Just zoom! … off into the air we went, I said, "Ah!" I

gave a huge sign of relief! And that's all I remember! I woke up suddenly!



BUT , and the wands...Oh, that
had something to do with when we came to that curve and I saw the toboggan
wasn't going to make it,

(4)



-A Dream.--By MO

I WAS PASSING BY THIS RAILROAD YARD, and there was carload after carload of
etc.--all being loaded up from a huge

storage yard!--There were acres of it,



But there was a pretty little park there, with this small theater right in the middle
of it,which held about 100 kids, and I wondered where all the kids were. The ticket
booth was separated from the theater building, at the entrance of this pretty
colourful walk that led to the entrance of the theater.

THERE WAS AN OLDERWOMAN IN THE BOOTH, and I stopped to ask her about it
all. The minute she saw me she got extremely polite and courteous, almost obeisant,
and said, "Oh yes, you'll enjoy this very much! This is one of our children's
theaters.-You must see it!" Apparently she sent for an usher, and he was kind of old
too, and he bowed and scraped, just so happy I was going to come and see their
exhibit! So I walked on in with him and he seated me.

I FOUND A PLACE NEAR THE BACK IN THE CORNER LIKE I USUALLY DO, and I
hadn't even started looking at the movie yet when the manager came in very
pleased and all excited because I had come to his little theater, and sat down beside
me and chatted away, how wonderful it was working and

--



(
) And the theater was filled

with kids all quietly watching the movie,
--(

) Not the usually boisterous American Saturday afternoon kid-show
crowd!

SO I NODDED MY HEAD TO THE MANAGER AND TOLD HIM I WOULD WATCH IT,
and it turned it to out be some kind of long propaganda film. I can't remember
much about the picture, just that



I thought, "That's kind of deep and macabre for these kids!" (

) But they all sat there watching it almost in a frightened
silence, like ! It was fairly long.

WHEN IT WAS ALL OVER to wherever
they were going, very somber and sober, and the manager rushed up all smiles and
wanted to know how I liked it! I just nodded my head and smiled slightly, like I didn't
dare disagree, but I walked out and looked at all that playground equipment still
standing there all loaded up ready to go.

, and I stood there looking at it
and thinking,

IN SPITE OF EVERYBODY BEING SO POLITE AND PALAVEROUS, their motto being,
"We aim to please," t!

(

) it was just a front for their propaganda education, but it was so attractive, all so
nice, such nice people running it! I was being treated like a royal guest of honour.
They were falling all over themselves to be nice to me.--Like they wanted my
approval…The whole thing also reminded me of those former dreams: "The School",
"The Asylum", "The Flood", "The Emergency" and "Mene, Mene!"--The End of
America ( a )! (5)



By Moses David December 1974

IT WAS LIKE THEWHOLEWORLDWAS A BIG GLOBE, & all the factories were
running on diesel oil.

) (6)



THE GREAT ESCAPE!
--By MO -April 1972

THE FOLLOWING DREAM IS DIRECT GUIDANCE FOR YOU and what you are to do to
follow the Flame and fulfil His Will:

The setting is a pastoral scene of shepherds grazing their sheep in deep lush green
grass in lowland pastures at the foot of some mountains along a beautiful seacoast.
It's sunny and warm and the sea is a calm beautiful blue on the one hand with the
hills and mountains rising green and brown and distant blue, with lofty snow-capped
peaks on the other.

THE SHEEP ARE GRAZING SAFELY AND CONTENTEDLY AND GROWING FAT in the
rich lush pasture of the lowlands, while the shepherds are lolling here and there,
taking it easy in the warm sunshine and the seeming security of their lush lowland
pastures, laughing and playing, singing and dancing, and enjoying life…



OUT OVER THE SEA, HOWEVER, A FIERCE STORM IS BREWING, with dark, black
clouds, thunder rolling, lightning flashing and the sea and waves roaring. This
ominous storm is moving rapidly toward the fair lowland pastures of the seacoast,
( )
but most of the shepherds and their maids seem unaware of its foreboding approach.
(

?)

and are casting a
fearful eye at its distant raging on the one hand, while

The hills are high, steep, rocky, and their grass is
sparse, but they seem to offer definite refuge from the exposed lowlands in danger
of being inundated by the rising tides, and flooded by the raging storm! (

)

THE ONLYWAY TO THE SAFETY OF THE HILLS ABOVE IS A TUNNEL through the
cliffs from the low-lying pastures below. Upon first sight of the scene, in the bright
warm sunshine and complacent security before the storm, this tunnel route to higher
ground is dry and fairly easy to negotiate, and

(
) but most of the

others are refusing to pay any attention to the approaching storm, and seem
unaware of their peril in the rich and easy, but dangerous, lowlands. They seem to
have turned their backs to the storm, as though trying to ignore it, forget it or hoping
it won't come or may even go away, some arguing that it'll be a long time before it
strikes, if ever, and they have plenty of time to get to safety!

THE SHEPHERDSWHO HAVE ALREADY PASSED THROUGH THE TUNNEL WITH
THEIR SHEEP ARE STANDING ON THE HILLS above watching the approaching storm,
(
from and crying out to those below to hurry and escape to the safety of the hills
(

). But those in the rich easy pastures below are paying
little or no attention to them, or scoffing and saying there's plenty of time, and some
below are even still busily working on their folds, repairing, fixing, decorating, and
making things more comfortable, with little or no heed to the approaching storm.



THE FIELDS ON THE HILLS ABOVE ARE MORE ROCKY AND RUGGED, rougher and
harder and steeper, and the grass is not as plentiful as below, and the sheep have
to work harder to find it, but the shepherds and their maidens seem to be relieved,
feel freer, and breathing more easily now that they have made that difficult climb,
knowing they are now out of reach of the storm about to strike the lowlands. They
keep calling to those below to come up higher, but only a few stragglers seem to
trickle through the tunnel at a slow and reluctant pace, and those below seem
unwilling to let them go, and delaying their departure, with one excuse after another,
until the storm is almost on them.

The rich
lowland fields, which were once such easy pastures have become a flooded sea of
water and ferocious waves! (

)

SOME OF THE SHEPHERDS HAVE HERDED THEIR LITTLE FLOCKS ONTO SMALL
HILLOCKS AND KNOLLS ONLY BARELY ABOVE THE FLOOD in the midst of the lowlands,
cowering there with their sheep under the battering of the storm. Others are
struggling now desperately towards the tunnel that leads to higher ground! But the
tunnel which had been a fairly easy way of escape before the storm struck, has now
itself become a raging river, a terrible torrent of water rushing through its darkness.

Inside, all is chaos and confusion, with shepherds groping in the darkness and the
flood for their poor bleating sheep, and trying to lift them one by one onto a small
narrow pathway, like a catwalk, just above the level of the water on the right side of
the tunnel leading upward to safety. Many of the sheep are swept away and lost in
the darkness and the dark waters, but one by one a few are managing to struggle to
safety along the dark narrow pathway! There's much weeping and wailing and
bleating and cries for help, but all is confusion and life and death struggle to try to
reach safety, for many too late!

But



On the hard hills above, though rough and difficult, and
the foraging sparse, all is sunshine and gladness and rejoicing to be saved from the
storm which continues to rage in the lowlands below. And though the going is
harder, they're thankful to be alive and to have brought their sheep to safety.
especially those who struggled through the darkness and the flood in those last
terrible hours, almost too late. Shouting and praising God, some of the shepherds
and shepherdesses with their sheep were already beginning to move onward and
upward to even higher mountain pastures above! (11)

CONCLUSION

THEWHOLEWORLD'S PRESENT ECONOMIC AND GOVERNMENTAL SYSTEMS
ALONGWITH ITS MILITARY MACHINES AND SUPER POWERS, IS GOING TO EXPLODE
AND COLLAPSE...Probably the Anti-christ will then arise and pick up the pieces and
become the "saviour" of the world with a new system of government, economy
and religion! ( ) --The Imitation Messiah! (7)

When people get desperate and are drowning in a sea of confusion, they will grasp
at any straw that they think may have the slightest prospect of saving them, no
matter what price they may have to pay in loss of liberties, freedoms, honour and
conscience as they are inspired to perpetrate the most unbelievable horrors,
atrocities and bloodshed which they think necessary to save their own necks! (

)
AS THE DEVIL ONCE SAID: "SKIN FOR SKIN, AND WHAT WILL NOT A MAN DO FOR HIS
LIFE!" (8)

But, of course, under the NewWorld Order which will arise
and there'll be a whole new system.

THE PRICES AREN'T GOING TO BE ANY LOWER TOMORROW--at least not until the
whole world monetary, economic and governmental system collapses, and after
that it won't matter anyhow, as there'll be an entirely new and different values, and

until the NewWorld Government comes along and relieves you of everything!--Only
Jesus saves! (9) (

)



It looks like the DEATH TRIANGLE has weaseled its way out of an impossible
situation. But they made a mistake: THEY FORGOT GOD! "Be not deceived, God is not
mocked"…

THE ATROCIOUS EFFECTS OF (
),

. THE POWER OF THE DEATH
TRIANGLE (Rev.6:3-8; 16:13; 18:3,24),

(2Cor.10:4). The physical system is only a symptom of the real
sickness, which is (Eph.6:12).
If you REALLY wish to be among those who conquer and destroy these evils once and
for all, (Heb.4:12-
For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any twoedged sword,
piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow,
and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.) to "destroy the works of
the Devil" (1John 3:8) and "WAR A GOODWARFARE" (1Tim.1:18)--"For the time is at
hand!" (Rev.1:3) (10)

Jesus is still today knocking at your heart’s door, humbly waiting for your openness
to Him! Receive Him in your heart right away, simply saying a childlike prayer inviting
Him into your spirit, body and life. Why don’t you bow down now your head and say
this to Him:



“Dear Jesus, thank you for being yet at the control in all what’s happening in the
world, and in my life! Please, enter into my heart, and rule my life with your love,
your wisdom, your Holy Spirit and your kindness Thank you for saving me and my
family for eternity with your sacrifice on the cross. Amen!”

Now that you have the most important element in the Universe within you, -Jesus-

But still we’ve got at least 7, 10,
or more years ahead of us! The Lord will also help us to rescue many people from the
System in its time. But

Praise be our Lord forever and ever!

Go ye forth of Babylon, from the Chaldeans, ( )
with a voice of singing declare ye, tell this, utter it even to the end of the earth; say
ye,

And they thirsted not when he led them through the deserts: ( )
he caused the waters to flow out of the rock for them: he clave the rock also, and
the waters gushed out. (
(Is. 48:20,21)



, touch no
unclean thing; ( ) go ye out of the midst of her; be ye
clean, that bear the vessels of the LORD. For ye shall not go out with haste, nor go
by flight: for the LORD will go before you; and the God of Israel will be your
rereward. (

(Is.
52:11, 12)

And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of darkness, but rather reprove
them. ( )
(Ephesians 5:11)

And what agreement hath the temple of God with idols?
and I will be

their God, and they shall be my people.

And will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons and daughters, saith the Lord
Almighty. (2 Cor. 6: 16-18)

And I heard another voice from heaven, saying,

For her sins have
reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her iniquities. (Revelation 18: 4,5)
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